Compressor Rehabilitation Services
Exceptional Quality • On-Time Performance
Precision Parts Fabrication

Planned Turnarounds & 24/7 Emergency Response

Large Scale Heavy Milling and Turning
Custom Machinery Bases and Foundations
Hot Tapping and Other Piping Services
Heavy Welding and Fabrication
On-site Machining and Welding
Industrial Pump and Blower Repair
Industrial Gearbox Repair
Mechanical Engineering and Design

More Information:
Info@UnicoMechanical.com

Proven Expertise and Support
For New and Evolving Industries!

Corporate Office
1209 Polk Street
Benicia, CA 94510
(707) 745-9970
www.UnicoMechanical.com

www.benderccp.com
www.johansing.com
A Better Solution for Compressor Maintenance and Repair

**Lower Cost, Better Value**
Quality and Safety Without Compromise

Today’s refinery industry demands cost-effective and reliable solutions to address the economic challenges that are impacting profits.

Unico helps meet these challenges by delivering what we believe is the best compressor service in the industry.

Whether we assist customers with compressor maintenance or repairs, our lower fabrication and labor costs coupled with technical expertise and commitment to safety deliver true value.

**Compressor Expertise**
Top Quality From a Dedicated Team

Unico’s eight-man team of seasoned compressor experts are full-time employees (not drawn from a labor pool each day) so project quality and service are consistent.

The highly-trained team is led by a project manager, on-site foreman and safety manager.

Our reputation for quality, safety and reliability has earned the trust of America’s leading oil refineries.

**Contractor Productivity**
Exceeding Standards for Time on Tools

Our compressor team is motivated to perform to Unico’s exceptional standards for efficiency and quality.

We easily exceed what industry accepts as normal for time on tools and have an ongoing commitment to productivity and best practices.

Customers can expect to be serviced by talented Unico employees who are familiar with their job sites, projects and expectations.

**Precision Fabrication**
Compressor Parts to OEM Specifications

With a fully-equipped 85,000 square foot machine shop and fabrication facility, we recondition and manufacture compressor parts to OEM specifications, saving customers time and money.

Our fabrication capabilities offer flexibility and speed, which can be critical in emergency situations.

Precision milled parts when you need them can have dramatic impacts on overall repair costs.

**On-Time Performance**
Eliminating Loss Profit Opportunity

Unico delivers on-time performance for planned and emergency work, which can eliminate or minimize Loss Profit Opportunity.

Fast and flexible service by a dedicated compressor team provides exceptional response times especially for northern California companies.

This availability and rapid deployment of talent and resources is what defines Unico’s core value proposition and sets it apart from its competitors.

**Superior Project Execution**
Planning, Quality Control and Safety

Unico’s complete planning, scheduling, quality control and project documentation insure customer satisfaction, safety, and regulatory compliance.

Repair projects begin with a walk-through to outline work flow and safety concerns. A root-cause analysis is then performed to help insure a long-term solution is provided. Customer and OEM data and specification are utilized to complete the project, followed by compressor testing and performance evaluations. Customers can expect regular updates as project milestones are achieved.

Contact us to discuss your goals and to request a proposal.